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PAST IASE CONFERENCES
IASE Satellite to 2013 World Statistics Congress
Macao, China August 22-24, 2013
The theme of the 2013 IASE Satellite Conference is ‘Statistics Education for Progress’, with a special
sub-theme on August 24 of “Statistics Education for Progress: Youth and Official Statistics.” The first
two days featured papers proposed by IASE while the third day involved representatives of IAOS as
well as IASE.
For more information: http://www.conkerstatistics.co.uk/iase2013/

OTHER PAST CONFERENCES
2013 JOINT STATISTICAL MEETINGS
Celebrating the International Year of Statistics
Montréal, Québec, Canada, August 3-8, 2013
The 2013 Joint Statistical Meetings (JSM) was held August 3-8 in
Montréal, Québec, Canada, at the Palais des congrès de Montréal.
JSM is the largest gathering of statisticians held in North America. It
is held jointly with the American Statistical Association, the
International Biometric Society (ENAR and WNAR), the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, the Statistical Society of Canada, the International Chinese Statistical
Association, the International Indian Statistical Association, the International Society for Bayesian
Analysis, and the Korean International Statistical Association. Attended by over 6000 people,
activities of the meeting included oral presentations, panel sessions, poster presentations, continuing
education courses, exhibit hall (with state-of-the-art statistical products and opportunities), career
placement service, society and section business meetings, committee meetings, social activities, and
networking opportunities.
For more information: http://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2013/

SRTL-8
Eighth International Research Forum on
Statistical Reasoning, Thinking and Literacy
Superior Shores Resort & Conference Center
Two Harbors, Minnesota, USA
August 18-24, 2013
The SRTL International Collaboration began in 1999 to foster
current and innovative research studies that examine the
nature and development of statistical literacy, reasoning, and
thinking, and to explore the challenge of developing these desired learning goals for students. Cochaired by Joan Garfield and Dani Ben-Zvi, the SRTL Forums offer scientific gatherings every two
years and related publications in journals, and books. The theme of the SRTL-8 Research Forum was
“Reasoning about Uncertainty in the Context of Making Informal Statistical Inferences.”
For more information: http://srtl.stat.auckland.ac.nz/
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59th World Statistics Congress of the ISI
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre (HKCEC)
August 25-30, 2013
The 59th WSC provides a platform for the international statistical
community to share and present the latest knowledge and innovation in
statistics. The scientific programme encompassed a wide range of topics
facilitating professional exchanges and sharing among experts and
practitioners in various statistical spheres. Featuring the unique theme
“Youth”, a series of sessions was held on the “Theme Day” of the 59th
WSC to address the theme from various statistical perspectives.
For more information: http://www.isi2013.hk/en/

RSS 2013 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Newcastle, UK, September 2–5, 2013
The Royal Statistical Society’s International Conference included
the usual mix of keynote speakers, invited sessions, professional
development workshops, networking opportunities, and the
society’s annual awards ceremony.
For information: http://www.rss.org.uk/site/cms/contentviewarticle.asp?article=1290

FORTHCOMING IASE CONFERENCES
9th International Conference on Teaching Statistics
Flagstaff, Arizona, USA, July 13-18, 2014
The International Conference on Teaching Statistics (ICOTS) is held
every four years in different parts of the world. This conference is
organized by the IASE. The main purpose of ICOTS is to give statistics
educators and professionals around the world the opportunity to exchange
information, ideas and experiences, to present recent innovation and
research in the field of statistics education, and to expand their range of
collaborators. The ICOTS9 conference theme is “Sustainability in
Statistics Education”. The 2014 Conference will be held in Flagstaff, Arizona, USA, which is near
the southwestern edge of the Colorado Plateau, along the western side of the largest contiguous
Ponderosa Pine forest in the continental United States.
For more information: http://icots.net/9/
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OTHER FORTHCOMING CONFERENCES
2014 Joint Mathematics Meetings
Baltimore, Maryland, USA, January 15–18, 2014
The largest mathematics meeting in the world is heading back to
Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, one of the most photographed and visited
areas of the city and one of the major seaports in the United States since
the 1700s. The Mathematical Association of America (MAA) and the
American Mathematical Society (AMS) invite you to join them there for
the next Joint Mathematics Meetings (JMM). This will be the 97th
annual winter meeting of MAA and the 120th annual meeting of AMS.
The JMM will host sessions by the Association for Symbolic Logic
(ASL), the Association for Women in Mathematics (AWM), the
National Association for Mathematicians (NAM), and the Society for
Industrial and Applied Mathematics (SIAM).
For more information: http://jointmathematicsmeetings.org/jmm

Electronic Conference on Teaching Statistics (eCOTS) 2014
May 19–23, 2014
The second biennial Electronic Conference on Teaching Statistics (eCOTS) will occur May 19-23,
2014, hosted by the Consortium for the Advancement of Undergraduate Statistics Education
(www.CAUSEweb.org) and chaired by Michelle Everson (gaddy001@umn.edu). The $25 registration
fee covers as many sessions as you want to attend. eCOTS includes invited and refereed breakout
sessions and virtual posters, panel discussions, virtual workshops to disseminate NSF-supported
statistics education innovations, “birds of a feather” discussions, and keynote presentations on the
three themes of the conference: “Teaching from Big Data”, “The Impact of the Common Core”, and
“Bridging the Disciplines”.
For more details about the conference, including how to submit proposals (by February 14, 2014)
for breakout sessions and posters: http://www.causeweb.org/ecots/

International Mathematics Education for the Future Conference 2014
Herceg Novi, Montenegro, September 21–26, 2014
The theme of the conference is “The Future of Mathematics Education in a Connected World.” The
eleven previous conferences since 1999, held by the Maths Education into the 21st Century Project,
were renowned for their friendly and productive atmosphere, and were attended by many innovative
movers and shakers from around the world. We now welcome proposals for papers and workshops in
all areas of innovation in mathematics, science, computing and statistics education. We would
especially like to help research students/lecturers by offering free double-blind peer review for formal
research papers sent to us in good time by registered participants. The Proceedings will be published
as a DVD for each participant, and will also be available on-line. In addition there is a possibility of
selected papers being published as a book after the conference. The Early Bird Registration Fee
(before February 1, 2014) will be (per person) 355 euro for double/twin share and 420 euro for single
accommodation. This will cover all conference documents and social events, five nights B&B
accommodation, and all meals and coffee/tea breaks, except for two evenings during which
participants will be free to enjoy dinner at the local waterfront restaurants and in the charming old
town of Herceg Novi. Please send inquiries to Alan Rogerson (alan@cdnalma.poznan.pl).
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ICME 13
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION
Hamburg, Germany, July 24-31, 2016
The Society of Didactics of Mathematics (Gesellschaft für
Didaktik der Mathematik - GDM) has the pleasure of hosting
ICME-13 in 2016 in Germany. The congress – to be held under
the auspices of the International Commission on Mathematical
Instruction (ICMI) – will take place at the University of
Hamburg. Hamburg is a bustling cosmopolitan port in the north
of Germany, and with 1.8 million inhabitants its second largest city. It offers a perfect environment
for a stimulating Congress.
For more information: http://www.icme13.org/

